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At Space Savers, we’ve been working hard to develop new products and lower costs and

Our new additions makes help save airspace. Below is some information on our recent accomplishments. For more
Space Savers virtually information visit our website, www.SpaceSaversADC.com or call us at 817.480.1955.
unbeatable in terms of
price, quality and ADC
product variety!

Expanded Manufacturing
Space Savers is pleased to announce the expansion of its manufacturing capabilities beyond our
current manufacturers in Texas and Idaho. A new strategic alliance now allows us to manufacture
alternate daily cover in ten US states and Canada. The new capabilities will lower freight charges
and improve delivery time. While we will continue to provide the same Quick Cover as before, our
new mills will make a slightly different product, called Quick Cover LT. Quick CoverLT comes in
33-pound bags instead of the more familiar 50-pound bags. However, no moisture is added during
the manufacturing process. Due to the absence of moisture, a 33-pound bag of Quick CoverLT is
equivalent to 40-pounds of Quick Cover.

Space Savers ADC manufacturing capabilities now include ten US states and Ontario Canada. Red circles denote Quick
Cover (50-lb. bag) and white circles denote Quick CoverLT (33-lb. bag) manufacturing locations. Circle radii are 200 miles.

In addition to new manufacturing locations, our Texas manufacturing facility is installing a new
bagging system. The new bagger will produce a more compact bag than the current bags. The new
bags will be more stable and will allow for more bags to be placed on a truck load, which equals
savings that is passed on to our customers.
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Order on line at:
www.SpaceSaversADC.com

Quick Sorb - Odor Neutralizer
Odor control is an important issue for some landfills. To help our customers manage their odor
concerns, Space Savers in conjunction with NCM Odor and Dust Control, has developed Quick
Sorb odor neutralizer. Quick Sorb is specially formulated for surface application with cellulose
spray products such as Quick Cover. It is composed of an odor neutralizing agent, propylene glycol,
emulsifiers, essential oils, botanicals and surfactants. All emulsifiers and foaming agents are
biodegradable. The components of Quick Sorb are proven effective in various other odor
elimination applications. Quick Sorb is packaged in one-gallon jugs, 5-gallon pails, 55-gallon
drums and 270-gallon totes.

Quick Tarp - Alternate Daily Cover Tarps
Space Savers entered the ADC tarp market earlier this year with the Quick Tarp brand. Quick Tarps
are made from a 9.43 ounce, 20.5 mil thick polypropylene geotextile. The tarps come in various
sizes including: 50’ x 50’, 50’ x 100’, 75’ x 100’ and 100’ x 100’. Quick Tarps are unique because
of the materials used in their manufacturing. The thread used for the polypropylene fabric is much
thicker than threads used in other tarps. The thick threads make the fabric more resistant to tearing
or punctures. Also, the webbing used to reinforce Quick Tarps is wider and thicker than webbing
used for other tarps. The combination of stronger fabric and stronger webbing makes these tarps
the strongest on the market. We also sell an economical 6.5 oz. polyethylene tarp. Quick Tarps are
warehoused and can typically be shipped next day.
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